


REPLY TO THE QUERIES RAISED DURING 176
th 

MEETING OF EXPERT 

APPRAISAL COMMITTEE (INFRA-1) w.r.t. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE PROJECT, AT 

VILLAGE KAPRIWAS, MALPURA, GHATAL MAHNIWAS, DHARUHERA, 

DISTRICT REWARI, HARYANA  

BY HARYANA STATE INDUSTRIAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION LTD. 

 

Question 1: Submission of certificate from QCI/NABET as accredited EIA consultant 

organization who prepared EIA/EMP report of above project and self-declaration of EIA 

consultant organization and experts involved in preparation of EIA/EMP report. 

 

Reply: QCI NABET Accreditation certificate of the consulting organization and list of experts 

involved in preparation of EIA/EMP report is enclosed as Annexure – I. 

 

Question 2: Proponent has not submitted list of A category and B category industries as 

per EIA notification, 2006 to be housed in industrial area. 

 

Reply: There is no Category A industry in the project.  

 

However, there are two Category B industries including a CETP (4.5 ML) and 

Building/Construction projects (Housing, Commercial, Institutional and Public Utilities). 

 

The detailed list of industries proposed in the Industrial Estate is as under:  

 

1. Automobile parts manufacturing  

2. CETP 

3. Electronics and electrical assembling units   

4. Building and Construction (Housing, Commercial, Institutional and Public utilities buildings)  

5. Garment industries 

6. Sports good manufacturing industries  

7. Packaging/container boxes 

8. Food/snack processing industries 

9. IT industries 

 

The jurisdiction for appraisal of project is with MoEFCC due to applicability of General 

Condition (Interstate Boundary of Haryana & Rajasthan at a distance of 1.25 km from project 

site). 

  

Question 3: No clarity regarding water requirement and utilization details for proposed 

industrial area. 

 



Reply: Details regarding water requirement, balance and utilization are attached as Annexure – 

II. 

 

Question 4:  Discrepancies in the proposed green belt area in EIA/EMP report and 

presentation made. 

 

Reply: Total green area measures 111.24 Acre (~27% of site) which includes: 

 Area under road side green = 53.37 Acre 

 Area under green belt = 10.65 Acre 

 Area under peripheral green = 5.75 Acre 

 Green area under amenities (Commercial, Transport, HSIIDC Office, R&R, Fuel filling 

station, Water works, Public Buildings, CETP, Police post, Sub-station, Institutional area, 

Parking) = 23.235 Acre 

 Green area within the sectors = 18.235 Acre 

 

Landscape Plan is attached as Annexure – III. 

 

Question 5: Undertaking from proponent to not to augment any ground water. 

 

Reply: An undertaking regarding no abstraction of ground water is enclosed as Annexure – IV. 

 

Question 6: Permission letter for water allocation from NCR channel, HUDA. 

 

Reply: Irrigation Department, Haryana has approved 317 cusec of water withdrawal by HSIIDC 

from GWS Channel and NCR Water Supply Channel.  

 

Fresh water demand for Industrial Estate, Dharuhera project is 4587 KLD which will be met 

from GWS Channel and NCR Water Supply Channel. 

 

Copy of approval attached as Annexure V. 

 

Question 7: Air modeling details to be furnished in tabular form like baseline values, 

incremental values due to predicted and total values at all noise monitoring stations 

 

Reply: Air modeling details attached as Annexure VI. 

 

Question 8:  Noise modeling details to be furnished in tabular form like baseline values, 

incremental values due to prediction and total values at all noise monitoring stations. 

 

Reply: Noise modeling details are attached as Annexure VII. 



Question 9: Baseline Air quality values are more than the prescribed standards and 

comprehensive mitigation plan to be prepared to control air pollution due to proposed 

Industrial area to bring down the air quality parameters within prescribed limits. 

 

Reply: Air pollution mitigation measures are attached as Annexure VIII. 

 

Question 10: Baseline health status within 5 km and 10 km radius of proposed industrial 

area to be furnished as present air quality values are more than prescribed standards. 

 

Reply:  Baseline health status of the District is attached as Annexure IX.                        

 

Question 11: Details of public hearing issues raised, commitments made by project 

proponent during public hearing and also time bound action plan for implementation of 

same along with fund provision. 

 

Reply: Public hearing issues raised, commitments made by project proponent with time bound 

action plan for implementation of same along with fund provision is attached as Annexure X. 

 

Question 12: Details of CSR activities proposed along with budget provision. 

 

Reply: CSR budget worth INR 933.15 Lakh has been proposed to be utilized for skill 

development, village amenities, social & community infrastructure.  

 

Details attached as Annexure XI. 

 

 



 





                                                                     Estimation of  Daily Water Demand   

 Break up of Area Industrial Estate, Dharuhera Water Allowance    

 AREA UNDER PLOTS TOTAL AREA TOTAL WATER 

DEMAND 

TOTAL DEMAND 

OF FRESH WATER 

TOTAL DEMAND 

OF RECYCLED 

WATER 

  Acre L/ Acre  L L 

1 Industrial Plots 207.74     

1.1 Work Area 145.42 25000 3635450 1390736.9 748912.15 

1.2 Open& Green Area within Plot 62.32 25000 1558050 155605 1402245 

1.3 Working population    592140 249280 

1.4 Floating population    436387 218127 

2 Area under Auto Malls 4.73     

2.1 Work Area 3.31 25000 118250 46329.5 19855.5 

2.2 Working population    28810 14455 

2.3 Floating population    6000 3000 

3 Area under R& R Policy 46.70 25000 934000 258698 45893 

3.1 Habitation    538118 92233 

3.2 Other, open & green Area 9.34 25000 233500 23350 210150 

4 Area under Labor Housing 6.58 25000 164500   

4.1 Habitation    78185 32920 

4.2 Other, open & green Area 1.65 25000 41250 9464.5 85180.5 

5 Area under Transport &Commercial Use 13.83 25000 345750 128226 54954 

 Working population    83940 41970 

 Floating population    6000 3000 

 Other open & green area    2766 24894 

6 Area under Shopping 6.02 25000 150500 72275 30975 

 Working population    30000 15000 

 Floating population    1500 750 

7 Area under Dispensary 1.48 25000 25000 15610 6690 

 Working population    300 150 



 Floating population    1500 750 

8 Area under Fuel Filling Station 2.13 25000 25000 13657 5853 

 Working population    660 330 

 Floating population    3000 1500 

9 Area under Water Works 10.00 20000 200000 136629.5 58555.5 

 Working population    3015 1515 

 Floating population    180 90 

10 Area under Public Utilities 1.13 20000 22600 9173.5 3931.5 

 Working population    330 165 

 Floating population    6000 3000 

11 Area under CETP 6.55 20000 131000 89495 38355 

 Working population    1980 990 

 Floating population    120 60 

12 Area under Solid Waste Disposal Site 2.83 20000 56600 30138.5 12916.5 

 Working population    8580 4290 

 Floating population    450 225 

13 Area under SUB Station 0.96 25000 25000 14287 6123 

 Working population    2910 1455 

 Floating population    150 75 

14 Area under Institutional 2.11 25000 52750 8669.5 3715.5 

 Working population    25620 12810 

 Floating population    1290 645 

15 Area under roads, open spaces, parking, green belts 

etc 

105.40 10000 1054000 105400 948600 

16 Area to be planned Later 12.56 25000 314000   

 Habitation    119320 50240 

 Balance Area    101108 43332 

 Total 432.40  9087200 4587505 4499695 

 Total Water Demand in KL   9087.2 4587.505 4499.695 

     50.48% 49.51% 

 



  Flow Chart Showing Water & Waste Water Management    
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Quantity of water 

contributing towards 

waste water 

generation 5722 

KLD 

 

Recycled Water to 

meet Part Industrial 

& Flushing Demand 

1853 KLD 

Recycled Water to be 

used for Horticulture & 

Road Side Plantation 

2647 KLD  

 

Water Demand 

to meet from 

fresh water 

supply 

4587.505 KLD 

 

Total Water 

Demand 9087.2 

KLD 

 Water Demand to 

meet from recycled 

water supply 

4499.695 KLD 

 

Average Sewage Flow 

5000KLD to be treated  

 

Solid 

Compost 

Generated       

500 cum 

 

Average Treated waste 

water 4500KLD.  

Treatment 



WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 

 

 

 

9000 KL 

Industrial Plot Work 

Area (1.1) 

749 KL 

 

4500 KL 

Total Water Demand Fresh Water From 

Canal 

Recycled water 

after treatment 

4500 KL 

Industrial Plot Open & Green 

Area Within Plot (1.2) 

1402 KL 

 

Industrial Plot Work 

Area(1.1) 

1390 KL 

 

Industrial plot Open & 

Green Area Within Plot 

(1.2) 

155 KL 

 

Auto Malls Work Area (2.1) 

20 KL 

 

Auto Malls Work Area (2.1) 

46 KL 

 

Transport & Commercial 

use (4) 

128 KL 

Transport & Commercial 

use (4) 

55 KL 

Shopping (5) 72 KL 
Shopping (5) 

31 KL 

FRESH WATER TREATED WASTE WATER 

Area under 

(7,9,10,11,12,13) 

295 KL 

Area under 

(7,9,10,11,12,13) 

126.5 KL 

1. Total Area of Project = 1749847 

2. Rainfall                         = 500 mm 

3. Total Rainfall               = 874923 KL 

4. Quantity of Runoff     = 304052 (35%) Rest goes by natural process of infiltration and evaporation. 

5. Quantity of runoff proposed to be recharged in addition to natural recharge and evaporation (60% of Runoff). 

6. No Extraction of ground water i.e No tube wells.    
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Engineer-in-Chief, 

Dated:_----.S:" I H
I 

Irrigation Department Ha ryana, 
Sinehai Shawan, Sector-S 
Panchkllia. 

To 

/

. The Engineer-in-Chief. 
I'lIhiic Health Engineerir,!, Department. Haryana 

'\ "l:ct:;r~~. P;j, ': I~ ;· 

/ ~~ 2 /Sh. H.R Rnheja 
~\} '( ~.f'iIi\"V Chief Engineer 

llJ'j ~ ) ~m:~;~;-6 
'Y c;/ /" I-IUDA Seetor-6 . 

.Y~/" Panchkllia. 
~.-J\\ 4 Chief Engineer. 
"'\ \ '\ \ YWS SOllth. Delhi. 

'201 1 

~~"h 
v J 

5. Superintending Engineer, 
Construction Circle, Gurgaon 

Minutes of meeting held on 23-06-201 t under the Chairmanship of 
Engineer- in-Chief, Irrigation DepHtment Haryana, P.anehkula on 
23-06-2011 in Sinehai Bhawan, Panchkula regarding rHstribulioll of 
supplies of NCR W/S Channel and GWS Channel is:<lIcs relatin!! 10 

HUnA. HSHOC& PI·T''' ')cn". r(Jll~n( \)\S 
?-> ~ Plensc iind en~losed herewith the minutes of meeting heltl 011 

"2]-f)(,-20 I I under the Chairmallsh ir of Engineer-in-Chiet~ Irrigation Depanment Haryana. 

-- . l1,AY Panehkllia regarding above cited subject dllly approved. Itis requested to send the information 

" • 

at til e eariiest as decided in the meeting. 

DA/As above 

CC: 

-
-- - ~ .~- ... - -.~ ..... 



Subject:- Minutes of meeting held on 23.06.11 under the Chairmanship of 
Engineer-in-Chief, Irrigation Department, Haryana, Panchkula om 
23.06.11 at Sinchai Bhawan, Panchkula regarding distribution of 
supplies of NCR W.S. Channel and GWS Channel------Issues relating 
to HUDA, HSIIDC PHE Deptt. 

The list of participants is annexed at Annexure-A 

Initiating the discussions, E-in-C, HID, informed the participants that 

NCR W /S Chann"j being constructed presently with cap3city of 500 Cs with 

projected upto the year 2021) was almo~, compl¢te and trial run is expected in July, 

2011 and requirement of wa ter of the beneficiary departments/organizations on the 

channel , was required by the Irrigation Deptt. for planning regarding reallocation of 

the limited water resources available with the Irrigation beptt. Informing that the 

issues regnrding the off take points tor drawl of water from this Channel by HUDA, 

HSIIDC and PH Engineering department, construction of works for stora.ge and 

utilization of wa ter by them and their year wise requirement of supplies from this 

channel were yet to be resolved despite repeate.j references being made by Irrigation 

Department to these organizdtions, C.E./Constn. pointed out that this mee ting had 

lwen convened to ';art out the pending issues. All the pending issues were 

c diL'era(ed in detail in ';'he meeting as under :-

Off Take Points 

It was informed by S.E./Constn. Circle, Gurgaon that so far PH Engineering 

Dept!, HUDA and HSIIDC had confirmed the location of their off take points in 

respect of drawl of their share of water of 34.26 Cs, 275 Cs and 100 Cs respectively 

only to be drawn from KM 69.1 28 (PHED) and tail KM 70.700 ( HUDA & HSIIDC) 

for which regulation structures had already been constructed by the lrrigati,n 

Departlnent. No information was received f;'nn~ ::'I'~Y -:1£ t:hc =cnef..'::~:l: ~~ . oIganizo.iioll 

in respect o f the remaining off take points. 
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E-in-C PH Engineering Department informed that apart from the 34.26 Cs 

water to be drawn by them from KM 69.128 of the NCR Channel, they would be 

requiring about 8.49 Cs water( 2.59 Cs for the schemes of Sonepat Dislt. and 5.88 Cs 

for Jhajjar Town and rural areas) as against their share 'of 7.81 Cs already included in 

the approved capacity of 800 Cs of the NCR Channel for the different rural water 

supply schemes of Bahadurgarn, which was nCo required as the same was already 

getting supplied from GWS Channel. . He informed that this discharge of 8.49 Cs 

which was already being taken by them from s(~me other channels was proposed to 

be got delivered from the NCR Channel at variohs locations which will be supplied 

by them shortly. It was suggested by C.E./Construction that since NCR W/S 

("l'. Channel is in ·cutting in most of the reaches, it may not be advisable to provide 

number of small outlets at various locations and E-in-C PH Engineering Dept!. may 

conslCier drawing the total water required at one location and making arrangement 

for fur ther distribution of the same to various· water supply schemes. E-in-C, PH 

Engineering Deptt. however stated that this was not feasible. He was asked to 

supply the detailed proposal at the earliest. 

Regarding off take point of Badli relating to HUDA, it was informed by 

C.E.lHUDA that development plan for Badli was yet to be finalized and they may 

no· require 40 Cs ",,,,·?otec.: allocated L., the alJppv"c\ ,:apacit ... .of th", NCR 'IllS CT,annel 

for Badli but he · ll1si&-t~d that this share of water may not be considered as 

flo surrendered tor reallocation to other beneficiaries as the same shall be utilized by 

Hl!D A itself elsewhere for which specific details shall be supplied by them in due 

course of time. Regarding Sampla, it was informed by him that Sectors of HUDA are 

vet to come up in Sampla for which Layout Plans are yet to be finalized aild 

developmen t of demand for Sampla may take 3-4 years and therefore the off take 

point for Sampla can not be decided at this stage. S.E./HUDA, Gurgaon stated that in 

case the water already being supplied to other departments ( PH ED & HSIIDC) frro", 

GVVS Channel was to be allowed to be continued to be drawn by them from GWS 

Chalmel they should be compensated for that by making additional allocation on the 

- ._\ _._. - ."_. 
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NCR Channel. C.E./Constn. informed that 275 Cs had already been allocated to ' 

!-lUnA aga inst their requirement of 200 Cs at the tail of NCR Channel on thi5 

acco unt. It was further pointed out by C.E.{Constn. that additional allocation of 38 

Cs discharge h ad been made for HUDA at the tail Of. NCR~I:a~;el in~i~U.?~ 27 ~S/I (' 
and 11 Cs discharge to be supplied to HSIIDC from GWS Channel for the industries 

'----. . ---.-----,---- .. __ .- -~ ~'--':-- ~----~~------ --

at Kharkhoda and Bahadurgarh respectively. S.E./HUDA, Gugaon stated that 
, __ ___ ___ . .. • _ •• _. __ _ _ - -.. - - - --- - - - _ ___ r _ 

though their present demand of 80-85 Cs for Basai water works was being fully met 

from GWS Channel, they would be ultimately .requiring atleast 120 Cs regularly at 

the tail of GWS 01annel for Basai which should be kept in view. S.E./Cons t. Circle, 

Gurgaon stated that this additional requ irement ,:an be supplemented through NCR 

(l Channel if necessary. 

Aga inst the total sh are of 317 Cs of HSIIDC as .approved in the ultimate 

capacity of 800 Cs of the NCR W/S Channel, reg'Jlation structure for 120 Cs 

including 54 Cs for the industries at Manesar and 25 Cs for the Reliance SEZ (out of 

.135 Cs provided in the approved capaci ty at KM' 56.700) had already been 

cons tructed a t the tail of the channel (KM 70.700) as per the information already 

supplied by HSIIDC. Proposal submitted by Reliance SEZ for drawl of their balance 

share of 110 Cs wa ter at KM 47.0 or'the NCR W/S Channel was ye t to be approved 

Reliance SEZ will be considered by their Board after approval of the proposal for the 

RoW of the Reliance SEZ for laying of the water pipeline along Jahangirpur Minor 
--'--- - -. -- _ .... _-------- ----._ .... ----

for conveyance of this water. He was advised by C.E./Construction to pursue the 

matter with C.E./LCU of the Irriga tion Deptt. Haryana for getting th e proposal of the 

ROW approved atleast in principle and confirming the off take point at the earliest. 

He was fur ther advised to ask Reliance SEZ to provide design/drawings for the 

proposed structure of the pump house and regulation structure at KM 47.00 also 

simultaneou sly to the Irriga tion Deptt. through HSIIDC so thal fe~5ibility of the 

sa me could also be considered to avoid further loss o f time in finali zation of the off 

take points and construction of necessa ry regulation structures. 

i - I.! J ) .t'-. t 

> 1(, .. 
eli :0 .. ·. ·/l 
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Regarding the off take point for the balance share of 87.0 'Cs water proposed 

to be drawn by them from KM 64.500 of NCR Channel near village Munda Khera as 

per the approved capacity, it was informed by CE/HSIIDC that planning for this off 

take point may take some time and the information" regarding exact location will be 

supplied by them shortly after approval by thp.;r Board. 

Status of constructi.on of works for storage and utilization of water by HUDA. 
HSIIDC & PH Engineering Deptt. & their yearwise requirement of water from ' 
NCR Channel. 

Observing that no significant steps had so far been taken by any beneficiary 

department/organization for construction of the infrastructure required for storage 

and utilization of their share of water on the NCR W/S Channel except HUDA who 

had taken up some works at the tail of the Channel. C.E./Construction asked the 

representatives of the beneficiaries department/organizations to inform their 

planning and status of such works undertaken by them. 

It was informed by C.E./HUDA that thefr storage works were in progress at 

village Budhera at tail of the NCR Channel and they would be requiring about 45 Cs 

water on the ' channel by March, 2012 only. Further yearwise demand at this point 

Sampla and Badli was not likely to arise before ~-4 years. 

C. E. /HSIIDC informed that construction of an open channel paralJel to the 

GWS Channel from the tail of r,lCR Channel upto Basai and a pipeline thereafter 

from Basai up to Hasru was being considered by them for taking 120 Cs' water from 

the regulation structure already constructed at the tail but the proposai was still at 

the plarming stage and actual construction may take about 2 years and they may be 

needing about 42.5 Cs water at this point during year 2013 only and the demand 

shall be gradually increasing to about 115 Cs bv the y .. ar 2026. Regarding tb-= 

requirement of water at the other two off take points including that of Reliance SEZ, 

it wasinfonned by the C.E./HSIIDC that the requirement shall arise only during the 
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year 2016 as per the details already communicated by them to the Irrigation D~ptt. 

He however stated that they would be immediately requiring additional 3 Cs water 

from the tail of GWS 01annel in addition to the 9 Cs water already being drawn by . 
them against this allocation of 12 Cs. In view of the objections raised by S.E./HUDA, 

Gurgaon on the issue of 12 Cs allocation, CE/HSIIDC was advised to resolve this 

--------iissue-mutually wifh~UDA. The additional deiiland of 3 Cs could however be met 

by increasing supply in the GWS Channel as confirmed by SDO GWS S/Divn. 

Gurgaon. 

E-in-C PHED informed that construction of water storage tank near village 

[Judhera for water supply of Sohna Town was in progress and was likely to be 

completed within about six months. Other schemes based on the supply of 34.26 Cs 

to be drawn from KM 69.128 of the NCR Channel were reported to be still in 

planning stage and their requirement was not like to arise before the year 2012. 

Regarding their requirement of 8.44 Cs for Sonerat and p1ajjar Distts. for which the 

existing schemes already getting water from other channels were proposed to be 

shifted to the NCR Channel. it was stated by the E-in-C, PHED that this water was 

required immediately but it was informed by the C.E./Constn. that NCR Chanel can 

be run regularly only after there is significant demand on the channel and as such 

It was felt that though significant development of demand for running the 

NCR Channel may still take some time, Nci~ Channel may be utilized in the 

meantime as an alternate soure" to facilitate proper maintenance of the GWS 

Channel. 

3. Supvlies threugh GWS Channd. 

The issue of supplies being received by the various Deptts./ organizatioT's 

from GWS Channel was also discussed being inter-related with the f\.1~ure ~upp1.ies 

to be made through the NCR Channel: It was informed by the SDO, GWS S/Divn. 

Gurgaon that although the authorized capacity of the GWS Channel after its raising/ 

( 1 

-A 
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remodeling was 175 Cs., presently only about 135 Cs discharge was being nm and 

requirements of all the departments were being met fully. S.E./HUDA, Gurgaon 

pointed out that as per the information given to them in writing vide E-in-C, Irr. 

Deptt. Haryana letter No. 189/6YC dt. 30/03/2006, although the capacity of the GWS 

Channel at its head after remodeling was 175 Cs, the channel can accommodate 

________ additiomrl-45-Cs.oecause of the extra free boald available in the channel with the 

raising as clarified in the project of remodeling of the channel. SDO/GWS however 

stated that the channel cannot run with 220 Cs. due to some constraint at the 

Railway X-ing on the channel. This needs to be examined by S.E./YWS Circle, Delhi 

to confirm the actual carrying capacity of the GWS Channel to be considered while 

deciding about the final allocation of water on this channel as the projected demand 

of 1000 Cs. lIpto the year 2021 is proposed to be met with to the extent of 200 Cs. 

from the GWS Channel. 

All the beneficiary departments/ organizations were asked to intimate the 

details of their latest approved allocations as well as the actual supplies being drawn 

by them from the GWS Channel alongwith the locations of such drawl so as to make 

a proper assessment of the overall availability and requirement of the beneficiary 

departments/organiza tions from both the channels for an integrated planning. They 

Meeting ended with vote of thanks to the chair. 
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Annexure-A 

List of the participants in the meeting held on 23-06-2011 regarding the construction & 

distribution of supplies of NCR Water Supply Channel & GWS Chamiel. 

Signature Sf. NOJ Name of participant - ------, - - -- - . - Designation 
-_.- . __ . - _ . __ .. . -.. -.. ,- ,._- - _._--_. __ . _-

~-

S.K. Yadav X~n, Const . 31 
--.-.- .. ---

2 V.D. Madan SDO, GWS 

\3 H.R. Raheja CEIHSIIDC 

14 1 Ashok Khetrapal I EIC, PHED 

15 Rajiv Narula SE, PHED 

6 V.K. Ghai SE-I, HUDA 

7 V.P. Yadav S E, Const. Circle, 
Gurgaon 

8 D.K. Soni CElHUDA 

9 Vijay Jain CEiConst., Irrigation 

.... , .. -. - - ' -- - .,---_ . ... _-, -_ .... .. --- --_ .. _-_ .. _-----
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Location Location Code Direction from 

Project site 

Distance  from 

Project site 

Garhi Alwalpur AAQ1 ESE 0.84 km 

Bhiwadi AAQ2 SE 4.51 km 

Sector 2A AAQ3 SSE 3.62 km 

Vasudhaa Nagar AAQ4 SE           3 km 

Casa Romana AAQ5 E 3.08 km 

Sadar Bazar AAQ6 SE 3.72  km 

Bhagat Singh Colony AAQ7 S 3 km 

Saidpur AAQ8 S 3.5 km 

Project Site AAQ9 Center 0 km 

Location AAQ 1 AAQ 2 AAQ 3 AAQ 4 AAQ 5 AAQ 6 AAQ 7 AAQ 8 

Min 86.2 104.9 117.4 105.9 89.6 80.9 96.9 72.9 

Max 108.2 122.8 141.6 124.4 108.1 100.7 115.4 91.7 

Average 96.2 115.1 131.1 116.3 99.3 90.7 107.3 82.8 

98 Percentile 107.4 122.5 141.5 124.4 107.7 99.7 115.4 91.3 

NAAQS 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING LOCATIONS 

  AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING RESULTS (PM 2.5) 

Annexure - VI 



 

Location AAQ 1 AAQ 2 AAQ 3 AAQ 4 AAQ 5 AAQ 6 AAQ 7 AAQ 8 

Min 200.9 206.8 209.6 225.9 186.7 189.6 182.9 165.8 

Max 235.2 244.3 240.3 256.0 221.8 224.9 213.0 203.3 

Average 215.8 220.3 223.5 241.9 203.8 206.8 199.0 179.3 

98 Percentile 233.4 239.7 239.1 255.1 219.7 222.7 212.4 198.7 

NAAQS 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Location AAQ 1 AAQ 2 AAQ 3 AAQ 4 AAQ 5 AAQ 6 AAQ 7 AAQ 8 

Min 7.6 11.2 10.1 7.8 6.7 8.2 8.6 6.1 

Max 10.3 13.7 13.3 11.5 9.5 11.0 10.6 8.4 

Average 8.7 12.3 11.7 9.1 8.2 9.8 9.6 7.1 

98 Percentile 10.1 13.5 13.2 11.0 9.4 11.0 10.6 8.2 

NAAQS 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

 AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING RESULTS (PM 10) 

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING RESULTS (SO
2
) 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Location AAQ 1 AAQ 2 AAQ 3 AAQ 4 AAQ 5 AAQ 6 AAQ 7 AAQ 8 

Min 21.2 30.6 29.3 19.2 19.1 20.9 25.2 15.5 

Max 32.5 39.3 40.2 30.6 25.7 28.1 36.2 25.8 

Average 25.4 34.6 34.1 23.2 22.6 24.9 30.4 21.0 

98 Percentile 31.0 39.1 39.9 29.3 25.6 27.9 35.7 25.6 

NAAQS 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

Location AAQ 1 AAQ 2 AAQ 3 AAQ 4 AAQ 5 AAQ 6 AAQ 7 AAQ 8 

Min 1480 1460 1640 1100 1110 920 1020 980 

Max 1860 1730 1910 1440 1460 1270 1360 1250 

Average 1619 1567 1743 1256 1230 1045 1176 1087 

98 Percentile 1819 1716 1901 1435 1414 1224 1355 1236 

NAAQS 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING RESULTS (NO
2
) 

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING RESULTS (CO) 



 

 

  

 

Isopleth depicting incremental GLC of NOx 

S. 

No. 

Pollutant Maximum 

Baseline 

Concentration 

(µg/m
3
) 

Maximum 

Incremental 

GLC 

(µg/m
3
) 

Resultant 

GLC (max) 

Distance of 

occurrence of 

Max. GLC 

from site 

NAAQS 

(µg/m
3
) 

1 NOx 40.2 5.41 45.61 300 m, South 100 

2 SO2 13.7 2.666 16.366 300 m, South 100 

3 CO 1910 2.017 1912.017 300 m, South 4000 

INCREMENTAL AIR POLLUTION LOAD  
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STUDY OF IMPACT ON AMBIENT NOISE LEVEL AT THE PROPOSED SITE DUE TO   

DHARUHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA USING MATHEMATICAL NOISE MODEL  

  
1. INTRODUCTION   

The proposed Project is an Industrial Estate project, Dharuhera comprises of 432.5 acres of  land from 

villages Kapriwas, Malpura and Ghatal Mahniawas of the District of Rewari, Haryana developed by Haryana 

State Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation (HSIIDC). The proposed Industrial Estate is 

located at  0.8km (S) of Haryana-Rajasthan border. Geo-graphical coordinates are 28.22°N & 76.78°E. 

The nearest airport to the site is Indira Gandhi International Airport is 52.68 km and the nearest railway 

station is Inchhapuri Railway Station is 12.69 km. The proposed project will have facilities of Industrial plots, 

labor housing, commercial and institutional areas, Auto malls etc. The total project cost is 563.93 Cr, which 

comprises of Land cost of 312.0 Cr and Development cost of 251.93 Cr. An industrial area is a parcel of 

improved land developed and subdivided into plots for accommodation of industrial establishments and 

offered for sale or on lease to general public.  The proposed project will provide employment and business 

opportunity, manufacture of goods and materials and revenue for the Govt. The proposed project is 

categorized as 7(c) project as per the schedule under the EIA Notification, 2006 and its amendments.  The 

Location map of the proposed site is shown below: 

Figure: Shows the location of proposed site and surrounding settlements. 

Development has adverse impact on Environment. Environment Management comes to recover 

environmental damages caused during development. The proposed project is surrounded by the 
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various industries. They are small, medium and heavy industries.  Noise levels are high in various industrial 

activities like handling of raw materials, production units, DG sets, turbine, boiler, ID Fan, transportation, 

piling, loading and unloading and have adverse impact on ambient noise level. Purpose of this report is 

make assessment of impact of high noise generated by the industries in peripheral of the proposed 

site of Industrial Estates at Dharuhera using Mathematical Noise Model. 

2.  RISK OF HIGH NOISE LEVEL  

The risk is associated with high noise level that has impact on human health.  The adverse consequences 

that high noise levels have on human being in various forms are as follows:  

A) Cardiovascular Dieses 

A noisy environment can be a source of heart related problems. High intensity sound cause a dramatic rise 

in blood pressure as noise levels constrict the arteries, disrupting the blood flow.  

B) Poor Cognitive Function 

With regular exposure to loud noise, the ability to read, learn and understand decreases significantly over 

time 

C) Hearing Problems 

Exposure to noise can damage one of the most vital organs of the body, the ear. Hearing impairment due 

to noise pollution can be either temporary or permanent. When the sound level crosses the 70 dB mark, 

it becomes noise for the ear. Noise levels above 80 decibels produce damaging effects to the ear. When 

ear is exposed to extreme loud noise (above 100 decibels) for a considerable period, it can cause 

irreparable damage and lead to permanent hearing loss. 

D) Sleep Disturbances 

Difficulty sleeping due to exposure to high decibel noise can deter your overall well-being. It is a 

known fact that noise can interrupt and makes person feel extremely annoyed and uncomfortable. 

E) Trouble in Communication 

A noisy environment that produces more than 50-60 decibels simply does not allow 2 people to 

communicate properly. 

D)  Mental Health Problems 

Exposure to loud sound can lead to elevated stress levels as well as stimulate violent behavior. A constant 

noise in the vicinity can also trigger headaches, make people tense and anxious, and disturb emotional 

balance. 
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F) Impact on Animal 

Man-made noise pollution has made the Earth an uncomfortable place to stay for animals as well. Hearing 

loss and rapid increase in heart rate are some of the ill effects of noise pollution on animals.  

OSHA* Pressure Level Standards for Noise Level Exposure is given as follows  

 S.No. Pressure Energy Level in dB(A) Maximum 

Exposure Time in Hours 

1 80 32 

2 85 16 

3 90 8 

4 100 2 

5 105 1 

6 110 0.5 

 

3. BASELINE NOISE ENVIRONMENT 

Noise is one of the most undesirable and unwanted by-products. Excessive noise  can  cause  neurological  

disturbances  and  physiological  damage  to  the  hearing  mechanism  in particular.  It is therefore, 

necessary to measure the quantity of noise in and around the site. The intensity of sound energy in the 

logarithmic scale and is expressed in a decibel, dB (A) scale.  In a sound level meter, an additional circuit 

(filters) is provided, which modifies the received signal in such a way that it replicates the sound signal as 

received by the human ear and the magnitude of sound level in this scale is denoted as dB (A). The sound 

levels are expressed in dB (A) scale for the purpose of comparison of noise levels, which is universally 

accepted by the international community. Noise level is measured using an Integrating sound level meter 

manufactured by Pulsar Instruments Plc, Model NO: 91(S.No.B21625). It has an indicating mode of Lp and 

Leq.   Keeping the mode in Lp for few minutes and setting the corresponding range and the weighting 

network in “A” weighting set the sound level meter is run for one hour time and Leq is measured at all 

locations. The  day  noise  levels  are  monitored  during  6.00am  to  10.00pm  and  night  noise  levels,  

during 10.00 pm to 6.00 am at all the 5 locations, which covers residential areas, highways, industrial areas, 

commercial areas, and silence zones, available within 10 km radius of the study area. 
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Table - Ambient Noise Level Standard 

Category of Area Day Time 
6.00 AM to 10.00 PM 

Night Time 
10.00 PM to 6.00 AM 

Industrial Area 75 70 

Commercial Area 65 55 

Residential Area 55 45 

Silence Zone* 50 40 

 Silence zone – Defines an area not less than 100 m around the hospital, educational institution, 

courts, religious place or any other area declared by statutory authority. 

Sampling Locations 

A  preliminary survey is  undertaken  to  identify the  major  noise  generating sources  in  the  area.  The 

noise  survey  is  conducted  to  assess  the  background  noise  levels  in  different  zones.  Gazettes 

Notification (S.O.  123(E))  of  MoEF  dated  February  14,  2000  on  ambient  air  quality  standards  has 

different noise levels for different zones viz. industrial, commercial, and residential and silence zones. 

Noise level measured. Baseline of Ambient Noise Levels at various locations are as follows: 

 

Figure: Noise monitoring locations and Baseline of Noise Level in the study area. 
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Noise level are monitored at various location representing Industrial/commercial, residential and silent 

areas in the study areas. 

Table - Noise Level at Various Locations in the study area 

Monitoring Locations Category Noise Level 

Standards as per 

CPCB in dB (A) 

Noise Level  

dB(A) 

 

Day Night Day Night 

HSIIDC Dharuhera project site (0 Km)  Industrial 67.2 62.5 75 70 

Ruco Industry (5Km, ESE) Industrial 68.1 60.3 75 70 

Malpura (0.6 Km, W) Residential 57.6 44.1 55 45 

Santhgiri Hospital (3.0 Km, S) Silent 49.1 41.3 50 40 

Rose Petels Convent School  

3.4 Km, SE 

Silent 48.5 37.2 50 40 

4. INDUSTRIES IN THE STUDY AREA   

The proposed project is surrounded by the various industries. They are small, medium and heavy industries.  

Noise levels are high in various industrial activities like handling of raw materials, production units, DG 

sets, turbine, boiler, ID Fan, transportation, piling, loading and unloading and have impact on 

ambient noise level. Purpose of this report is make assessment of impact of high noise generated 

by the industries in peripheral of the proposed site of Industrial Estates at Dharuhera using Noise 

Models. These are major industries in the study area of the proposed site have impact on the 

Ambient Noise Level as given below in the following Table. 

Table - Industries in the Peripheral of the proposed project 

S.No. Industry Direction Distance 

1 Hero Motors W 0.25 km 

2 CAPSUGEL Health Ltd. W 0.60 km 

3 Omax Auto Ltd. W 0.35 km 

4 Amtek Group SW 0.80 km 
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5 SMI Amtek Crankshaft P.Ltd. SW 1.10 km 

6 LUMAX DHR WSW 1.40 km 

7 Sona Koyo SW 1.30 km 

8 Sona Koya Malpura W 0.45 km 

9 Amartex Industries Ltd. WSW 1.90 km 

10 GKN Driveline India Ltd. WSW 2.60 km 

11 Sona Koya Steering WSW 2.55 km 

12 Munjal Auto Ind. Ltd WSW 2.65 M 

5. DESCRIPTION OF NOISE MODEL  

 The absorption associated with the passage of noise through the atmosphere. That is not 
considered in the model as model provide results under the worst- case scenario. 

 The change in noise level that occurs because of interactions between the sound wave 
travelling directly to the receiver and those reflected from the ground, accounting for 
influence of the ground cover type.  

 The attenuation offered by obstacles that fully or partly obstruct line of sight between a 
source and a receiver location 

 The influence of atmospheric conditions that can change the direction of an advancing sound 
wave front by refracting the wave at points where there are significant changes in wind speed 
and/or temperature 

 The influence of reflecting surfaces that re-direct an advancing sound wave front 

 Model does not consider topography of the surface area in-view to predict maximum noise 
level from the polluting sources. 

5.1 Objective 

 Pollution Prevention and Control (PPC) permitting 

 Strategical Planning and compliance 

 Development of site specific noise mitigation 

 Raise awareness for environmental noise and risk on human being. 

 Provide an understanding of the types of potentially significant risks involved in exposure of 
high noise level.  

 Noise modeling is a tool that helps the policy makers and technical experts to design control 
device to control noise level within the permissible limit.  

 Design of green belt around the noise source helps to sink noise level   that averts the impact 
on human settlement in surroundings considerably. 
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 Assist users to balance the risks arising from a restricted predictive study against other 
constraints and considerations, and thus identify instances where alternative assessment 
methods need to consider. 
 

5.2 Mathematical Formulation  

 

 Propagation of noise is the Transmission of Acoustic Energy through a medium via a  wave which 

is a sequence of waves of pressure propagates through compressible media such as air or water or 

solid. During their propagation, waves can be reflected, refracted, or attenuated by the medium. In 

air, sound is transmitted by pressure variations from its source to the surroundings. 

The sound level decreases, as it gets further and further away from its source. While absorption by 

air is one of the factors attributing to the weakening of a sound during transmission, distance plays 

a more important role in noise reduction during transmission. The reduction of a sound is called, 

Attenuation. The effect of distance attenuation depends on the type of sound sources. Most sounds 

or noises we encountered in our daily life are from sources, which can be characterized as point or 

line sources. In the proposed model, polluting sources is point source stationary at a point 

generating noise from through industries in 10 km of the study area during various activities. 

Mathematical Formulation of the model is as follows: 

 

L2 = L1 - [20 Log10 (R2/Rref] 

Where,  

                                                          L2, Noise level at the desired distance  

          R2, Distance at which noise level will be measured 

                                                          L1, Noise level at 1 m from the generating source 

                                                              , 75 dB(A) for the industrial area limit as per CPCB  

                                                           Rref, 1 00 m distance from the generating source 

Noise is traversing a distance L2 from the reference point. 

It is assumed that Model is used to compute predict noise level under the worst-case scenario. It is assumed 

that each industry will generate maximum permissible limit of noise level 75 DB (A) at the plant boundary.  

5.3 Prediction of Noise level  

Industries are located at the peripheral of the proposed project. They are various small, medium and heavy 

industries. Few of them like Amtek Group is Automobiles spare parts manufacturing units. It is 

manufacturing spares of railway, agriculture ware and heavy earth movers spare parts. These industries 

http://www.epd.gov.hk/epd/noise_education/web/ENG_EPD_HTML/m1/intro_6.html#point
http://www.epd.gov.hk/epd/noise_education/web/ENG_EPD_HTML/m1/intro_6.html#line
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are potential noise generating sources have impact on the proposed industrial estate project. The prediction 

of noise level due to operational industries in the study area is given as follows. It is assumed that industry 

is complying the Noise Level of 75 dB(A) as applicable for Industry at the plant boundary. The predicted 

noise level at the proposed plant boundary is given as follows. 

Table – Prediction of Noise level at the Proposed Project Boundary due to Existing industry 

S.No. Industry 
Noise Level 

dB(A) 
Distance w.r.t. proposed plant 

Boundary 

1 
Hero Motors 
 

 67.06 0.25 km 

2 
CAPSUGEL Health Ltd. 
 

59.44 0.60 km 

3 
Omax Auto Ltd. 
 

64.12 0.35 km 

4 
Amtek Group 
 

56.94 0.80 km 

5 
SMI Amtek Crankshaft P.Ltd. 
 

54.18 1.10 km 

6 
LUMAX DHR 
 

52.08 1.40 km 

7 
Sona Koyo 
 

52.74 1.30 km 

8 
Sona Koya Malpura 
 

61.94 0.45 km 

9 
Amartex Industries Ltd. 
 

49.44 1.90 km 

10 
GKN Driveline India Ltd. 
 

46.72 2.60 km 

11 
Sona Koya Steering 
 

46.88 2.55 km 

12 
Munjal Auto Ind. Ltd 
 

46.52            2.66 km 

 

It was observed that maximum noise level is generated by Hero Motors i.e. 67.006 dB(A) at the proposed 

plant boundary which is followed by Omax Auto Ltd. All the Noise levels are separately within the Noise 

level Standards applicable for the Industrial Area asper CPCB Guidelines. 

5.4 Prediction of Cumulative Noise level impact at the proposed project   

Mathematical Formulation of the Model used in prediction of cumulative noise level impact at the proposed 

project site in cumulative is as follows: 
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                                                              P1

2 +P2
2+P3

2+ ……….+Pn
2 

                        L∑      =     10 . Log 10 [---------------------------------------]         (1) 
                                                                                 P0

2 

 

Where, 

 L∑,     cumulative impact of noise levels at the proposed plant boundary. 

             P1, P2, P3    etc. are individual noise generating sources  in dB (A) 

 

= 10 log10 [ {10 P1/10 + 10 P2/10 +  ------- + 10 Pn/10 )]                   (2) 

                     = 10  log 10 [10 exp (6.706) + 10  exp (5.944) + 10  exp (6.412) + 10  exp (5.694) 

                         + 10  exp (5.418) + 10  exp (5.208) + 10  exp (5.274) + 10  exp (6.194) 

                         + 10  exp (4.944) + 10  exp (4.672) +10  exp (4.688) +10  exp (4.652)]                            (3) 

  

= 10 x 4.563 = 45.63 dB(A)               (4) 

 

Thus, Cumulative impact of noise level due to industry at the proposed plant boundary is 45.63 dB(A) which 

is well within the permissible limit recommended for the Industrial area.   

Further Noise level at the various monitoring locations are higher with respect to the cumulative 

noise due to peripheral industries. Impact on the various location (site, industrial area, human settlements 

etc.) are as follows: 

Table – Impact of cumulative noise due to industrial area at various locations 

Monitoring 
Locations 

Category Max. Noise 
Level in dB 
(A) Standards 
in 24-hour   

Commutative Noise 
in dB (A) due to 
industries in the 
peripheral of site. 

 Impact on Ambient Noise in 
dB (A) on various Locations in 
the study area of proposed 
project 

Project site 

(0 Km)  

Industrial 67.2 45.63 67.20 

Ruco 

Industry 

(5Km, ESE) 

Industrial 68.1 45.63 68.12 

Malpura 

(0.6 Km, W) 

Residential 57.6 45.63 57.86 

Santhgiri 

Hospital  

Silent 49.1 45.63 50.71 
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(3.0 Km, S) 

Rose Petels 

Convent 

School  

3.4 Km, SE 

Silent 48.5 45.63 50.30 

Therefor there is no significant impact of the existing industries on the proposed Industrial Estate Project 
Dharuhera. Impact on the noise level  is shown on the base map as follows: 

 

 

 

Figure: Isopleth shows the noise level on various locations within the stipulated limits of CPCB/MoEFCC.   
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6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

 Ambient Noise is monitored as per method recommended by CPCB at five locations 1. Project site 2. Ruco 

industrial area 3. Malpura residential area and silent areas of 4. Santhgiri Hospital and 5. Rose Petels 

Convent School. Maximum value is 68.1 dB(A) in day time and 60.1 dB(A)  in night observed at Ruco 

Industrial area  and followed by the ambient noise level monitored at proposed site. It was observed that 

all Ambient Noise values are well within the stipulated limit of CPCB separately in Day and Night 

respectively. The impact of commutative noise levels are predicted with help of Noise Model. Results are 

discussed in the text. It is found that commutative noise level is 45.63 dB (A) at the boundary of the 

proposed project. Impact due to commutative noise level is predicted on the various monitoring locations 

(project site, industrial area, residential and silent areas). The impact is discussed in the above Table. It is 

found that there is no significant impact found at the industrial area and at the project site, however there 

is marginal change of noise level in residential and silent areas. In total there is no significant impact  on 

the Ambient Noise Level. Noise level contour is discussed in above Table and in isopleth.. 

 

 



Annexure VIII 

AIR POLLUTION MITIGATION MEASURES 

ANTICIPATED IMPACTS MITIGATION MEASURES 

Construction Phase: 

1. Dust from construction 

activities. 

2. Dust emission from 

transportation of construction 

material. 

3. Gaseous emissions from 

construction machinery. 

4. Emission from DG sets. 

 

 

 

 

 

Operation Phase: 

1. DG sets operation 

2. Vehicular movement 

3. Emissions from industrial 

processes. 

 

 

 

 Site will be enclosed with barricades around the 

project boundary.  

 Water sprinkling will be carried out for dust 

suppression. 

 Trucks carrying construction material and debris 

will be suitably covered by tarpaulin/plastic sheets 

 Low sulphur diesel will be used for DG sets, 

vehicles and construction machinery. 

 Vehicles having valid pollution under control 

(PUC) certificate will only be allowed to enter the 

project site.  

 Speed of the vehicles will be restricted to 20 

kmph within project site by erecting speed bumps 

and signages. 

 

 Green belt and Peripheral plantation will be 

developed with native broad leafy tree plantation. 

Total green area measures 27% of site. 

 Low sulphur diesel will be used for DG sets. 

 Individual industries will be required to provide 

pollution control equipments and follow air 

pollution control measures relevant to their 

industries as per norms. 



Annexure – IX 

 

As of 2011, Rewari city had a population of 143,021 (compared to 100,946 in 2001 and 75,342 

in 1991) showing 42% growth in 2001-11 decade against 34% growth in 1991-2001 decade. 

Males were 75,764 (53% of the population) and females were 67,257 (47%). The overall sex 

ratio (female:male) was 886 compared to national average 940, and in the 0 to 6 year age group 

was 785 compared to national average 918. Rewari had an average literacy rate of 78%, higher 

than the national average of 64.3% for entire population and 74.0% for population excluding 0 to 

6 year age group in 2011. Male literacy is 83%, and female literacy is 73% (compared to 79% 

and 67% respectively in 2001). In Rewari, 11.3% of the population is under six years of age. 

 

HEALTH FACILITIES AVAILABILITY & QUALITY 

Health Facility Survey of the District was conducted by Ministry of Health & Family Welfare 

Department & International Institute for Population Sciences. It includes information about Sub-

Centres, Primary Health Centres and Community Health Centres which are catering to the 

sampled villages. The basic objective of survey is to collect data on health personnel, availability 

of  drugs/medicines,  equipments, basic care amenities, communication means and infrastructure, 

in order to assess the adequacy of RCH services in rural areas. 

Details of health facilities available in the District are given in table below: 

NUMBER OF COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRES, PRIMARY 

HEALTH CENTRES & SUB CENTRES IN THE DISTRICT 

 

COMMUNITY 

HEALTH CENTRES 

 

PRIMARY HEALTH 

CENTRES 

 

SUB-

CENTRES 

 

NUMBER LOCATION NUMBER LOCATION NUMBER 

5 Gurawara, 

Bawal, 

Nahar, 

Meerpur, 

Khol 

 

11 Guruwara, 

Bawal, Khol, 

Jatusana, 

Meerpur, 

Dahinajainabad, 

Dharuhera,  

Bassauda, 

Tankri, 

Fatehpuri, 

Nahar, 

Bharawas, 

Kasola, 

Bawwa, 

Sangwari, 

34 



Gudyani, Siha, 

Masani 

 

AVERAGE POPULATION COVERED BY HEALTH FACILITY IN THE DISTRICT 

 

Sub Centre = 7924 

Primary Health Centre = 39,320 

Community Health Centre = 1,49,688 

 

1.) SUB-CENTRES: 

PERCENTAGE OF VILLAGES HAVING SUB-CENTRES WITHIN VILLAGES & 

AUXILIARY NURSE MIDWIFE (ANM) & FEMALE HEALTH WORKER (FHW) 

AVAILABLE AT SUB-CENTRE AND STAYING IN SUB-CENTRE QUARTER BY 

DISTRICTS, HARYANA 

 

Villages having Sub-Centre within Village = 41.5% 

No. of Villages = 41 

ANM/FHW available at Sub-Centre = 100% 

ANM residing in Sub-Centre Quarter = 22.2% 

 

STATUS OF INFRASTRUCTURE AT SUB-CENTRE FUNCTIONING IN 

GOVERNMENT BUILDING 

Number of Sub-Centres with: 

 Regular Electricity = 5 

 Water = 16 

 Toilet = 9 

 Labor room = 9 

NUMBER OF SUB-CENTRES HAVING ADEQUATELY EQUIPPED AND ESSENTIAL 

DRUGS 

Adequately equipped (at least 60%) = 34 

Equipments  include  Instrument  sterilizer,  Auto  disposal  syringes,  Hub  cutter,  B.  P.  

instrument,  Stethoscope,  Weighing  Machine  (infant/adult),  haemoglobinometer,  Foetoscope,  

SIMS  speculam,  IUD insertion kit, Vaccine carrier. 

 

Essential drugs (at least 60%) = 5 



Drugs include Drug kit-A/B, IFA tablets, Vitamin A solution, ORS packet 

 

2.) PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRES: 

 

AVAILABLE HUMAN RESOURCES AT PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRES 

 

Medical Officer = 11 

Lady Medical Officer = 1 

AYUSH Doctor = 0 

Pharmacist = 10 

 

AVAILABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AT PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRES 

 

Number of PHCs having: 

 

 Residential Quarter for Medical Officer = 4 

 Functioning 24 hour basis  = 2 

 At least 4 beds  = 6 

 Regular Power Supply = 5 

 Heaving Functional Vehicle = 0  

SPECIFIC HEALTH FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRES 

Number of PHCs having: 

 

 New Born Care Equipments  = 0 

 Functional OT = 6 

 Cold Chain Equipments (at least 60%) = 7 

i.e. Ice lined refrigerator (large/small), Deep freezer (large/ small), Cold Box, Vaccine 

carrier. 

 Essential Drugs (at least 60%) = 9 

i.e. Antiallergics, Anti hypertensive, Anti Diabetics, Anti anginal, Anti tubercular, Anti 

leprosy, Anti Filariasis, Anti bactirials, Anti Helminthic, Anti protozoal, Antidots, Solution 

correcting water and electrolyte imbalance, Essentials obstetric care drugs 

 

3.) COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRES: 

HUMAN RESOURCES AVAILABLE AT COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRES 

Number of CHCs having: 

 Obstetric = 0 



 Gynecologist = 0 

 Pediatrician = 0 

 Anesthetist = 0 

 Health Manager = 0 

SPECIFIC HEALTH CARE FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT COMMUNITY 

HEALTH CENTRES 

Number of CHCs having: 

 Functional OT = 1 

 New Born Care Services = 2 

 Blood Storage Facility = 0 

 

 

 











































ACTION PLAN REGARDING THE ISSUES RAISED DURING PUBLIC HEARING AND BUDGET ALLOCATION 

S. 

No

. 

Name of 

Person with 

address 

Queries Asked Replies Plan of Action Budget 

Allocation 

1 Sh. Dharampal 

Yadav, S/o Sh. 

Lal Singh, 

Pradhan Kisan 

Club, Rewari, 

R/o Village 

Kapriwas 

First of all he stated that water level in 

this area already 125 ft. deep and if 

more industries will come than water 

level will go down and residents of 

this area will not get water for their 

survival. The next generation will not 

get water. Regarding environment, 

already operating industries in this 

area have not preserved the 

environment. industries like beer 

manufacturing and drug 

manufacturing create odour problem 

in this area. Earlier deputy 

commissioner, Rewari sh.Vinit garg 

tried to preserve the environment in 

this area installed ETP only for names 

sake but they dump their effluent 

without any treatment and these result 

into various diseases. Hence, 

environment should be taken care to 

save the life of people.  

 

Reply of the Project Proponents-The 

Environment Consultant, Sh. Saurabh 

Dubey replied that it will be 

ascertained that rain water is collected 

and sent to the recharge pits for 

recharging the ground water. 37 

recharge pits are proposed in this area, 

industries coming in this area will be 

directed to use recharge pits as per 

condition of environment clearance. 

Water level will not be allowed to go 

down. Ambient air quality sample will 

be collected after each six month 

period to check level suspended 

particulate matter, SOx, NOx, etc. the 

report regarding ambient air quality 

will be sent to MoEF.     

Canal water from 

NCR channel will 

be used to meet 

out the water 

demand of the 

area.  HSIIDC has 

approved share of 

317 cusecs from 

NCR channel by 

Irrigation Deptt. 

Haryana.  In 

addition to this, 37 

no. recharge pits 

will be constructed 

to recharge the 

ground water.  

Landscape area 

will be proposed to 

increase the beauty 

of the area as well 

as to reduce the 

bad odour. 

Along with that six 

The total 

budget appx. 

Rs. 500.00 

lacs has been 

reserve for 

ground water 

recharge pits 

and 

landscaping of 

the area.  



monthly 

monitoring of the 

pollutants will be 

done to check the 

pollutants level. 

2 Sh. Naveen 

gulia, regional 

officer, 

HSPCB, 

Dharuhera. 

From where raw water will be 

brought? 

Reply of the Project Proponent- The 

environment consultant Sh. Saurabh 

dubey replied that raw water will be 

drawn from borewells.  

Initially it was 

proposed that raw 

water will be 

extracted from 

borewells but now 

out of 9087 KLD 

of total water 

requirement  4587 

KLD of fresh 

water will meet 

out from NCR 

channel and rest 

4500 KLD shall be 

used treated water 

from CETP. 

 

3. Sh. Naveen 

gulia, regional 

officer, 

HSPCB, 

Dharuhera 

Whether permission from the CGWA 

Will be taken? How much effluent 

will be reused? 

Reply of Project Proponents-The 

environment consultant sh. Saurabh 

Dubey replied that they have applied 

to CGWA to seek permission for 

borewell. Total water demand for the 

project will be 9087 KLD. Total waste 

water generated from the project will 

be 4577 KLD and waste water will be 

Initially it was 

proposed that raw 

water will be 

extracted from 

borewells but now 

out of 9087 KLD 

of total water 

requirement  4587 

 



treated in the CETP of 5 MLD 

capacity. Industries will be directed to 

install Zero Liquid Discharge based 

system, so industries will reuse the 

treated effluent in their premises. 

KLD of fresh 

water will meet 

out from NCR 

channel and rest 

4500 KLD shall be 

used treated water 

from CETP. 

2647 KLD of 

water will be used 

for horticulture 

and road side 

plantation and 

1853 KLD of 

water will be 

reused to meet part 

of industrial 

demand. 

4. Dr. Yash Garg, 

IAS Deputy 

Commissioner, 

Rewari 

Initially project proponent informed 

that they will use ground water for 

fulfilling their needs of project but the 

project proponent also informed that 

they will reuse 40% of the total 

extracted ground water. Then how the 

demand of 60% water will be fulfilled 

? 

Reply of Project Proponent-The 

environment consultant Sh. Saurabh 

Dubey replied that HUDA will fulfill 

the demand of 60% requirement of 

water. Mr. mathur, technical 

consultant informed that industries 

will be directed to reuse their treated 

effluent and to recharge the 

groundwater through rechargeable 

pits. 50% of the water requirement of 

industries will be fulfilled by reusing 

Total water 

requirement of the 

project is 9087 

KLD. Out of 

which 4587 KLD 

of fresh water will 

be meet out from 

NCR channel i.e. 

canal water and 

rest 4500 KLD 

shall be used 

 



the treated effluent from CETP and 

rest of the 50% demand will be 

fulfilled by fresh water. Water will be 

brought in this area NCR channel by 

double plumbing system as this 

system is already under progress in 

NCR region. 

treated water from 

CETP. 

5 Dr. Yash Garg, 

IAS Deputy 

Commissioner, 

Rewari 

Will the water be brought in this area  

NCR by NCR channel?  

Reply of Project Proponent-Mr. 

Mathur, technical consultant replied 

that whoever agency i.e. 

HUDA/HSIIDC is engaged in NCR 

channel will bring the water by NCR 

channel. As in Manesar/Gurgaon same 

concept of NCR channel is used in 

which 50% of the treated water is 

reused and 50% fresh water is reused 

which saves a lot of water.  

Canal water from 

NCR channel will 

be used to meet 

out the water 

demand of the 

area.  HSIIDC has 

approved share of 

317 cusecs from 

NCR channel.   

 



6 Sh. Dharampal 

Yadav, S/o Sh. 

Lal Singh, 

Pradhan Kisan 

Club, Rewari, 

R/o Village 

Kapriwas 

If pollution will be there then how rain 

will come and without rain how the 

recharging of underground water will 

happen? 

Reply of Project Proponent-Mr. 

Mathur, technical consultant replied 

that as per the 25 years rain record of 

this area, there are 39 rainy days. Out 

of 39 rainy days in 27 days normal 

rain happens and in rest of days heavy 

rain happens. This analysis has been 

carried out as per the data available in 

Deputy commissioner office. This is 

the special point of the project is that 

emphasis will be given for ground 

water recharging.  

For recharging 

ground water 37 

recharge pits will 

be constructed. 

Appx. Rs. 300 

lacs has been 

reserved for 

rain water 

harvesting.   



7 Sh. Bharat 

Singh, 

Sarpanch 

Village Ghatal 

Mahnlawas. 

Industrial zone is coming in this area, 

is there any provision by HSIIDC or 

any other agency to bring water 

through canal, so that pond can be 

filled with water in this area because 

all the ponds are dried. This is the 

biggest problem in this area. 

Reply by Sh. D.V. Raghav, AGM, 

HSIIDC: - There is no provision in 

this project to bring water through 

canal, however there are planning to 

bring water through NCR channel by 

HUDA. Upto sector-15 and sector-16 

there is developed plan by HUDA 

which is approved. The land has been 

acquired as per the approved plan. 

This will be ensured that whole the 

waste water after treatment will be 

sent to the rain water harvesting pits, 

so that ground level of water should 

not go down. There is provision of 5 

MLD CETP will be use for gardening 

and green belt development. 

Now, HSIIDC has 

planned to meet 

out the water 

requirement of the 

area through NCR 

channel.  HSIIDC 

has approved share 

of 317 Cusecs 

from NCR channel 

by Irrigation 

Deptt. Haryana. 

-- 

8. Master Sohan 

Village 

Kapriwas. 

HSIIDC has acquired our land at the 

rate of 66 lakhs. People got the money 

of land, neither care has been taken 

nor payment has been done for 

tubewells but informed that survey 

will be carried out and payment will 

be done, but no payment has been 

done till the date to anyone.  

Reply by sh. D.V. Raghav, AGM, 

HSIIDC: - We have already done the 

payment of the land. Survey of the 

structure was carried out by 

agriculture department and money has 

been deposited tom SDM Rewari and 

people have taken their payment from 

there. If anybody payment has not 

been done, then he may inform us. We 

well make the payment. 

Payment of 

acquired structures 

has already been 

released to the ex-

landowners 

through SDM, 

Rewari 

 



9. Master Sohan 

Village 

Kapriwas 

HSIIDC has asked to fill the forms of 

royalty to farmers. What is the need of 

filling the royalty forms? 

Reply by Sh D.V 

Raghav,AGM,HSIIDC:- As per the 

provision of the government 

composite forms are to be filled by 

farmers in whole of the Haryana. 

There is no need to fill any forms upto 

35 years and the money will be 

transferred to the account. 

-- -- 

10. Master Sohan 

Village 

Kapriwas. 

For the 75 meters road royalty has 

been paid by government year wise 

but this year no royalty has been 

received till the date. Payment should 

be made immediately so that there 

should not be any problem to the 

farmers. 

Reply by sh. D.V. Raghav, AGM, 

HSIIDC: - we will discuss and short 

out the issue as soon as possible. 

  

The matter does 

not relate to 

HSIIDC, however 

concerned 

department HSVP 

has been requested 

to look into the 

matter.  

 

11. Sh Bulla Ram 

S/o Sh Sher 

Singh,Village 

Kapriwas 

As per HSIIDC 432.40 acre payment 

land has been done but approx. 250 

acre land court case is sub-judice in 

Supreme Court of India. Only 

payment of 150 acre has been done. 

The value of our land is 5 crore near 

highway but only 68 lakhs has been 

gien. Even 50 Km from here land 

Reply by Sh. D.V Raghav, AGM, 

HSIIDC: - As per procedure of the 

land acquisition act, section 4 and 6 

was carried out, award was announced 

and objections were listened. All these 

objections were presented before High 

Court. Government formed one 

committee consisting of Deputy 

-- -- 



cannot be purchased in 60 Lakhs, so 

we do not want to sell our land.  

Commissioner, officers from FCI and 

HSIIDC to resolve the grievances of 

the people and all the people signed 

the documents that have any kind of 

objection. After award money has 

been deposited with LAC and SDM, 

Rewari. Farmers who don’t have any 

stay in court, have already taken the 

money and those who stay in court, 

have not taken the money of land. The 

decision of the court regarding the 

court case will be accepted. 

Dr Yash Garg, IAS, Deputy 

Commissioner, Rewari:- This is the 

procedure of land acquisition. The 

decision of the government and 

Hon’ble Court will be accepted.   

12. Sh. Sardar 

Singh, Village 

Gurjar Ghatal. 

The way was there in the land 

acquired by HSIIDC. Now there is no 

provided by HSIIDC to go as HSIIDC 

has made the boundary wall. 

Reply by sh. D.V. Raghav, AGM, 

HSIIDC:- you can give us the 

problem in wriiten regarding 

providing the way to our manager or 

patwari, they will visit the site and 

proper way will be provided to you 

connecting the nearest road. 

Suitable access to 

ex-landowners at 

different locations 

has been provided. 

 



13. Dr. Yash Garg, 

IAS, Deputy 

Commissioner, 

Rewari 

What mechanism will be adopted to 

dispose of solid waste? Is there any 

provision for solid waste treatment 

plant? 

Reply of the Project Proponent- Mr 

Mathur, Technical consultant replied 

that once the whole of the industrial 

area will be developed then the solid 

waste will be disposed as per disposal 

mechanism already submitted in 

project report. Bio-degradable waste 

consists of approx. 25 to 30. For that 

2-3 different methods have been 

proposed like de-methanation, 

composting etc. 

There is provision in the project for 

solid waste treatment plant that will be 

taken in II
nd 

phase. Non- 

Biodegardable waste will be used in 

land utilization. 

 

Solid waste 

management will 

be done as per 

Municipal Solid 

waste 

(Management & 

Handling Rule), 

2016. 

Biodegradable 

wastes will be 

composted at site 

and non-

biodegradable 

waste will be 

disposed of 

through govt. 

approved vendors. 

There is provision 

in the project for 

solid waste 

treatment plant in 

2
nd

 phase of the 

project. 

Rs. 628 lacs 

has been 

reserved for 

disposal of 

solid waste. 



14. Dr. Yash Garg, 

IAS, Deputy 

commissioner, 

Rewari 

Whole of the land is adjacent to 

national highway, already air emission 

is high near to national highway due to 

traffic. Due to construction in this area 

air emission will go high and due to 

heavy machinery noise pollution will 

increase. What mitigation measures 

will be taken to control air emission 

and noise pollution? 

Reply of the project proponent – the 

environment consultant, Sh. Saurabh 

Dubey replied that to control air 

pollution tyres of the trucks will be 

wasted at entry and exit gate. 

Sprinkling of water will be done on 

roads and dust suppression will be 

done so that PM2.5 And PM10 level 

can be controlled. Barricading of 5 

meter is proposed around the site so 

that dust should not go outside the 

site. To cover the construction 

material gunny bags tarpaulin will be 

used. To ensure all these pollution 

control measures six monthly 

compliance report will be submitted to 

the concerned authority as per the 

provision of environmental clearance. 

Mitigation 

measures to 

control air and 

noise pollution: 

Site will be 

enclosed with 5m 

high barricade 

around the project 

boundary which 

will act as a wind 

breaker. 

Water sprinkling 

will be carried out 

for dust 

suppression. 

Transportation of 

construction 

material and 

excavated earth 

will be done 

through covered 

trucks. 

Low sulphur diesel 

will be used for 

transportation 

vehicles and 

Rs. 664 lacs 

has been 

reserved for 

this purpose. 



construction 

machinery. 

Vehicles having 

valid pollution 

under control 

(PUC) certificate 

will be allowed to 

enter the project 

site.  

Speed of the 

vehicles will be 

restricted to 20 

kmph by erecting 

speed bumps and 

signage's at regular 

intervals within 

project site. 

Grinding and 

cutting of building 

material will not 

be done in open 

area. 

Regular 

maintenance of 

construction 

machinery will be 



done 

The DG sets will 

be acoustically 

enclosed. 

15. Dr. Yash Garg, 

IAS, Deputy 

Commissioner 

, Rewari 

What measures will be taken to 

control noise pollution during 

construction phase? Have you 

proposed any kind of machinery to 

control the noise pollution in project 

report and to get the compliance report 

from the industry regarding the same? 

Have you incorporated the guidelines 

issued by Hon’ble NGT regarding the 

same? 

Reply of the Project Proponent- The 

Environment Consultancy, Sh. Saurav 

Dubey replied that proper boards and 

banners will be displayed inside the 

site for not o honk and plantation will 

be carried out so that noise pollution 

can be suppressed. For noise creating 

machinery acoustic enclosure will be 

used. We have incorporated all the 

guidelines issued by various 

authorities. 

Sh B.D Yadav, Mining Officer, 

Rewari:- One mining lease has been 

granted near of this proposed 

industrial estate and in the revenue 

state of village Gurjar Ghatal in 

Khasra No. 85 and 86 in 1996 by Govt 

of Haryana as major mineral for 

quartzite which was later on converted 

into miner mineral by special 

ordinance. 

The lease period of this lease upto 

Regular 

maintenance of 

construction 

machinery will be 

done 

The site will be 

enclosed with 5 m 

high barricade 

along the 

periphery.  

The DG sets will 

be acoustically 

enclosed. 

 

Rs. 664 lacs 

has been 

reserved for 

this purpose. 



2046 which was extended by 30 years 

whose environmental clearance is still 

pending. My concern is that safe zone 

of 400 to 500 meters of this lease land 

from this proposed industrial estate 

should be mentioned. So that any 

controversy in this matter should not 

come into picture if mines operate at 

later stage. This point should be taken 

care of. 

16. Dr. Yash Garg, 

IAS, Deputy 

Commissioner, 

Rewari 

Plantation and landscape will take care 

of noise pollution as per your project 

report then how much plantation and 

landscape will be there in the project? 

 Reply of project proponent- Mr. 

Mathur, technical consultant replied 

that as per HUDA norms 4% area of 

the total project land as will be green 

belt area. In the big industries 

approved projects coverage varies 

from 30-35% to upto 50% and that 

will taken care of by HSIIDC and unit 

owners. 

Total green area 

measures approx. 

26.93% of net 

planned area  

The individual 

units will keep 

33% of the allotted 

area as green.  

No. of trees 

proposed to be 

planted by 

HSIIDC = 4980  

Rs. 216 lacs 

has been 

reserved for 

this purpose. 



17. Sh. Malkhan 

Singh, 

Sarpanch 

Village, 

Malpura 

As per the matter of air and water 

pollution is concerned it is told that 

after each and every six month 

checking of pollution will be done. 

This is false statement. There are 

approx. 20 nos. of industries in my 

village Malpura. Out of the one 

industry is engaged in smelting of 

aluminum in furnace which ejects a lot 

of smoke from 3:00AM to 5:00 AM. 

Due to that people are suffering with 

respirational disease. Villagers have 

done complaint many times but no 

action was taken. Second issue is that 

in these industries no local person is 

employed. Our children are educated 

but they are not allowed to stand on 

the gate of the industries. We lost our 

land at very low price. Third issue is 

that effluent mixed with chemicals is 

disposed on roads due to the 

conditions of roads is very dilapidated. 

People from outside are employed and 

they create pollution in our village and 

villagers are caught by various 

diseases. As per CSR policy none of 

the industry have invested money for 

welfare of our village. 

Reply by Sh. Naeen Gulia, Regional 

Officer, HSPCB, Dharuhera:- As 

per new policy order from HSPCB 

dated 24.02.2016, industry can only be 

visited by any authorized officer of the 

board is any compliant is received 

through CM window portal, DC office 

or in district level grievance 

committee. Since last one year none of 

the complaint has been received at any 

of the abovementioned portals. 

Regarding under ground water 

contamination sample will be 

collected. 

In the case of OA No.124 of 2015 

titled Sumitra Devi V/S CPCB and 

others, Hon’ble NGT has constituted a 

team to collect underground water 

sample from whole of the area. None 

of the sample was found exceeding the 

parameters. If you observe that 

underground water of any of the bore 

well is contaminated then sample will 

be collected and analyzed. 

Monitoring of 

Ambient air and 

water will be done. 

Rs. 3.0 lacs 

for every six 

months will 

be reserved to 

monitor 

pollution level 

and submit 

half yearly 

compliance 

report. 



18. Sh. 

Chanderbhan 

Sharma, 

village 

Kapriwas. 

In the tubewell of my house 

contaminated water is coming but 

none of the action has been taken by 

govt. against the industries in this area 

which are polluting underground 

water. Industries in this area are not 

giving employment to any of the local 

person of villages kapriwas, ghatal, 

malpura etc.   

Replied by sh- Naveen Gulia, 

Regional Officer, HSPCB, 

Dharuhera:- underground water 

sample will be collected from the tube 

wells from which contaminated water 

is coming regarding effluent coming 

from Bhiwadi, case is already under 

sub-judice in hon`ble NGT For which 

the next date of hearing is fixed on 

11.11.2016. 

No ground water 

will extracted for 

this project.  Canal 

water from NCR 

channel will be 

used to meet out 

the demand of the 

area. 

- 

19. Sh. 

Chanderbhan 

Sharma,Villag

e Kapriwas. 

I have submitted many complaints 

through RTI in various departments 

but no action has been taken by the 

administration. The earlier sarpanch of 

this village done defalcation of 10 

Lakhs. I have given complaints in 

writing in district administration office 

Rewari and it was accepted by district 

administration that two Gram Sachiv 

named Rajesh Gupta and Ram Singh 

were involved in defalcation. Both 

were found guilty alongwith earliest 

Sarpanch but none of the action has 

been taken by district administration 

against them. Now all these people 

have appealed to district 

administration.   

Dr Yash Garg, IAS, Deputy 

Commisioner, Rewari:- To appeal 

regarding any matter to the authority 

is right for everyone. If you have any 

particular issue then you can directly 

meet me. If anybody is found guilty in 

defalcation case than against the order 

of recovery they may appealed. 

 

Sh. Nvee Gulia, Regional Officer, 

HSPCB, Dharuhera:- It is requested 

to everyone present here to give their 

objections/suggestions regarding this 

project only. As this public meeting is 

being conducted only for development 

of this industrial estate. If anyone has 

any issue related to different matters 

-- -- 



then they can directly approach to the 

concerned authority.   

20. Sh. 

Chanderbhan 

sharma, village 

kapriwas. 

We request the public hearing 

committee that 80% of the total 

manpower should be from our villages 

in all the industrial units coming in the 

area. 

Replied by Sh- Naveen gulia, 

regional officer, HSPCB, 

Dharuhera:- we will include your 

suggestion regarding employment of 

local people in industrial units in the 

minutes will be sent to higher 

authorities for taking decision 

regarding environmental clearance. 

you can also approach the different 

offices of the district to have look on 

the minutes of the public heap.  

-- -- 

21. Sh. Rajkumar , 

Sarpanch , 

Village 

Kapriwas 

Pollution level is already high in this 

area. Unit like beer manufacturing are 

creating lots of pollution so we do not 

want any industrial units in this area. 

Already operating industries should 

improve their system to control air and 

water pollution. 

Sh. Naveen Gulia, Regional Office, 

HSPCB, Dharuhera:- The industries 

which are creating pollution will be 

inspected as per the complaint 

received. 

 

 

-- -- 



22. Sh.Harish, 

AEE, HSPCB, 

Dharuhera. 

How the domestic effluent will be 

treated coming from this industrial 

estate as industries which will come in 

new industrial area will generate both 

type of effluents 

Reply of the project proponents-Mr. 

Mathur, technical consultant replied 

that as per the proposal of this project 

CETP OF capacity of 5 MLD will be 

installed and that will treat the both 

types of effluents scientifically. 

CETP of 5 MLD 

capacity will be 

installed. 

Rs. 2161 lacs 

has been 

reserved for 

sewerage 

network and 5 

MLD 

common 

effluent 

treatment 

plant (CETP). 
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